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Welcome to the WarehouseNet specific manual – this is a step by step illustration of WarehouseNet
-

This is a specific instruction for WarehouseNet V3.58 onward. For earlier version please refer to the old manual.

-

For installation instruction, please refer to the separate installation guide.

-

For the general instruction of our software, please refer to the ibuyer.hk general software manual.

-

For the platform, database structure and design change of software, please refer to the technical manual
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Target User
The WarehouseNet is aiming at all industries for raw materials and end products storage, whatever electronics, garment, textiles,
toys, building materials, recycle waste, scrap metals, foods, drinks and etc.
The WarehouseNet has been simplified into a user friendly and easy understanding modules. This will give the stock keeper easily
recoding of inventory and rich management reports to supervise the inventory, movement and warehouse activity.

Design concept of WarehouseNet
The WarehouseNet is simply saying a receiving, deliveries and item master modules. It is designed with a concept of distribution and
logistics of finished product or raw material.
The workflows;
1.

Edit Item; each item detail.

2.

Receiving; when vendor deliver goods to your warehouse.

3.

Deliveries; when selling or distribute the goods to customer or workshop.

4.

Adjustment; damaged goods, stock count, returns.

5.

Item master; summary of leftover and movement of the individual item.

When you open the WarehouseNet, you will see the above screen, the dashboard. While the item master shows all the item that you
create one by one. With the most recent record being shown on top together with leftover quantity, stock-in and stock-out summary.
So that management can see every inventory detail of a single item in one screen.
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Workflows
The workflow of WarehouseNet is simple i.e. 1,2,3,4
1.

Edit item; add / edit / duplicate / update any item details by this form.

2.

Receiving; when there is an item receiving, create a stock in record by this form.

3.

Deliveries; when there is an item delivering, create a stock out record by this form.

4.

Adjustment; if there is an item being return, damaged, on hold, create record with minus quantity.

1.

Edit Item

Before you can start using the WarehouseNet software, the very first thing you have to do is create an item and input the relevant
details for it. Since the item record maintain the basic information of the item, together with the stock in and stock out record.
Bringing it altogether will become important information of the inventory and logistics movement or your warehouse.

The article no. & the item group is two very key details of the WarehouseNet, which is used to find, locate, search, list and grouping
of the items. Please make sure you have input this information during creation of items.
If you product does not have an individual article no. try you best to give an identification number to it.
For example; if you have an electronic capacity you can create an article number in a format for easy remember & understand.
i.e. OMR-1.9mΩ-16VDC denotes supplier Omron, ESR1.9 and working voltage 16 volts direct current.
For example; if you are warehousing raw material, scrap metal on construction site.
i.e. XO-S1-C32/40 denotes XO exposure classification, S1 consistence classification, and C32/40 binder content maximum W/C ratio.
For example; if it is a scrap metal, recycle material, recycle plastic
i.e. BRS-BK-1T denote brass (copper) in bulk weight 1 ton or ABS, LDPE, PET
The item group also defined by user in order to have a grouping of the item in a way such that easy for filter the whole group.
For example; apparel, electronic, capacitor, diode, concrete, curtain wall, footwear, toys, iron, paper and etc.
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2.

Receiving – stock in

When a vendor deliver goods to your warehouse, stock keeper will process stock in (receiving) procedure. By that time, they need to
fill in records of receiving. When you open the receiving panel, you will see following screen.

You have to select the stock in item from the item ID? Or Article No? From the pull down list and scroll to the item.
(The pull down list has auto-look up function, it means when you type 1st letter, it will jump to that article no).

Once selected, you have to fill in the rest details;
-

storage location

-

Spec.; specification of the goods i.e. Lot no, EAN no, indent no, IMEI, serial no, etc.

-

package description

-

quantity of the stock in goods

-

expiry date of the goods

-

total case number

User may also use the 1, 2, and 3, select & insert pull down-list to fill in the sub-table. Which is pulled out from the edit item record,
to speed up input efficiency and to avoid error, duplicate input.
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3.

Deliveries – stock out

When your company has item to move out of the warehouse, it has to be three reasons;
-

Selling to customer;
If your company is a wholesaler or supplier, most likely you are selling end product.

-

retailer;
If you company is chain store retailer. You need to move these products to your shop for retail selling.

-

Logistic distributor, manufacturer;
If your company is logistic distributor or manufacturer and you are delivering these items to your customer or workshop.

Once open the stock out (deliveries) stock keeper can fill in the details and create a stock out record, so that they can arrange the
stock out items accordingly.

Once selected, you have to fill in the rest details;
-

Spec.?; specification of the goods (by selection)

-

package description

-

quantity of the stock out goods

-

total case number

-

P. Order#; purchase order number, production order number or job order number
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4.

Adjustment

There are two situations of adjustment
-

Stock count, stolen, lost; use the panel and create record with - quantity with remarks on the situation.

-

Return to vendor; create a return record with minus quantity i.e. -800 pcs
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By the same principle, if you have 800 units goods being return to vendor.

It can be easily find out in the item master by the item ID. Situation shown below.
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Stock in activity report
On the receiving (stock in) there is a stock in activity by above filter report. Once the stock keeper creates a stock in record, all the
data goes to the stock in table. Meanwhile, if anyone want to find out information about the stock in situation, it would be better to
use this of report filter.

So you may pull out and filter the grouping for review.
For example; if you input the item as apparel, necktie, socks, candy, footwear, bags and etc.
When you click the stock in by item, it will pull out the parameter of the selected in the item group.
Similar principle applies to other report grouping. You may also input the date range to pull out.
If you leave the parameter field empty, the system will pull out all records.
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Stock out activity report
After you have fill in all the necessary information and item details, the system will use it to generate groups of report. Stock out
activity by above filter is quite useful for management review.
These reports are pulling out and filter by;

Please follow 1, 2, 3… pull down list to select the parameter for report filter.

So that stock keeper can pull out stock out activity report according to their requirement, similar to stock in report filter.
It can be filtered by customer, item group, description, brand name and etc.
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Leftover Inventory – item master
The item master will display a summary of all items’ inventory record one by one. With all the important reports help you to get
inventory, movement, leftover and storage breakdown.

The item master has few important features;
-

Item detail record and total leftover quantity.

-

Receiving and deliveries summary.

-

Leftover report; leftover quantity group by Article No., by item, by brand, by description, by suppliers, closing stock by currency,
FIFO by item group, currency item stock in / out movement and leftover by low level quantity.

-

Item storage breakdown report; the item storage breakdown group by location, by specification, by expiry date, by days stored,
current item storage breakdown.

-

Audit report; closing stock report, export closing stock report to excel

You can pull out the report grouping by the filter parameters. i.e. select filter parameter from pull down list 1, 2, 3, 4… and select
report
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Pending Quantity Report – outstanding delivery
This group of report is used to show the outstanding quantity still pending deliver from your vendor. Suppose purchaser has ordered
an item for 1,000 pound, the vendor usually won’t deliver it altogether, they partially shipping the goods to your warehouse. If that is
the case, pending quantity report will be very useful to find out which purchase is still outstanding. Could be used to cross check with
vendor, make sure all purchased item deliver on time and all quantity received.

The pending quantity report come out from (order qty – received qty) = pending qty. It will list out purchase item with pending qty >
0 and in different grouping for your selection.
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Stocktaking
If you need to proceed a stocktaking of the inventory in your warehouse in order to make sure the inventory record is correct,
there is two way to carry out this.
-

Stocktaking by location; print out the item storage breakdown by location report and use it as a count sheet.

-

Stocktaking by article; print out the current item storage breakdown report and use it as a count sheet.

In the item master panel > item storage breakdown report > select item storage breakdown by location > select current item
storage breakdown report. So that you can find out what does a storage location supposed to have or what does an article
supposed to be inside the warehouse. Base on the report information, stock keep may go to the warehouse location Area D,
Area F to check if the quantity is matching with record in the database.

Stock keeper may go the below storage location storage A to check if all spec. breakdown and leftover quantity is correct.
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Workgroup user name and password
Our database software by nature is being used by multiple user over a company network in order to get the most benefit of its
information sharing purpose, thus a structural database is very powerful for business operation. On top of sharing data beyond
merchandisers, user right control is also important to limit individual staff to access any sensitive information. In this connection, we
have designed our database software with build-in user right workgroup to achieve this goal. Listed below is the build-in user name,
password and their right.
By default, all users password is 123 for all logon names.
User name

password

right

Ibuyer.hk

6691144911

project designer

VP

123

admin

CEO

123

admin

Boss

123

admin

GM

123

all data user

MM

123

all data user

ReadOnly

123

read only

AddOnly

123

add data only

EditOnly

123

edits data only

Purchaser

123

purchasing modules

Purchaser01

123

purchasing modules

Purchaser02

123

purchasing modules

Purchaser03

123

purchasing modules

Purchaser04

123

purchasing modules

Sales

123

sales modules

Sales01

123

sales modules

Sales02

123

sales modules

Sales03

123

sales modules

Sales04

123

sales modules

Keeper

123

stock modules

Keeper01

123

stock modules

Keeper02

123

stock modules

Keeper03

123

stock modules

Keeper04

123

stock modules

Shipping

123

shipping modules

Shipping01

123

shipping modules

Shipping02

123

shipping modules

Shipping03

123

shipping modules

Shipping04

123

shipping modules
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That is for the concept and using of WarehouseNet, hope our system can help you identify the closing stock, leftover, inventory and
movement for your operation. Thus improve your profit and strengthen your operation with better logistic movement and less
inventory liability perhaps less wastage.
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